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Harry James Potter is the titular protagonist of J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter series. The majority of
the books' plot covers seven years in the life of the orphan Potter, who, on his eleventh birthday,
learns he is a wizard.Thus, he attends Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry to practice
magic under the guidance of the kindly headmaster Albus Dumbledore and other school professors
along ...
Harry Potter (character) - Wikipedia
Harry Potter is a British-American namesake film series based on the eponymous novels by author
J. K. Rowling.The series is distributed by Warner Bros. and consists of eight fantasy films, beginning
with Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (2001) and culminating with Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows â€“ Part 2 (2011). A spin-off prequel series that will consist of five films started ...
Harry Potter (film series) - Wikipedia
Harry Potter is one of the biggest franchises today that is based offof a kids book or movie. I started
reading the books in kindergarten but I wouldn't really recommend that because a)chances are
Harry Potter is way above your 5 year old's reading level (I know fifth and sixth graders who haven't
even started the series) and b)they are very likely to be frightened by the more scary scenes ...
Harry Potter Age-by-Age Guide | Common Sense Media
The Harry Potter series is absolutely riddled with secrets and unanswered questions. How are
Muggle-borns found? How do Muggle-borns even come about? Who gets accepted into Hogwarts,
and why? What did Dumbledore see when standing with Harry before the Mirror of Erised?
Speaking of Harry, where did his enormous fortune come from? The good news is, as a bona fide
Harry Potter aficionado, I have ...
10 Interesting Secrets In 'Harry Potter' - Listverse
Harry is de zoon van James Potter, een volbloed tovenaar, en Lily Potter, een heks met
Dreuzelouders.James en Lily waren beiden getalenteerde tovenaars en tegenstanders van de
duistere tovenaar Heer Voldemort.Op een koude, natte avond in 1979 voorspelde de Zieneres
Sybilla Zwamdrift dat er aan het einde van de zevende maand iemand geboren zou worden die de
macht heeft om de Heer van het ...
Harry Potter (personage) - Wikipedia
Lightning on the Wave is a fanfiction author that has written 8 stories for Harry Potter.
Lightning on the Wave | FanFiction
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